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Achieving Transparency for Clinical Trials – a multidimensional problem, far from being solved
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Lecture synopsis

The non-publication of clinical trials is one of the most serious sources of waste and distortion in the research process. The preference to publish positive results and suppress negative results leads to publication bias, well known since decades. The consequence is that systematic reviews and all following products like HTA reports, clinical guidelines and patient information texts are seriously biased towards overoptimistic views and recommendations.

Less well known than the disappearance of whole trials are changes during the trials and in the reporting (e. g. outcome switching) and systematic spin in the interpretation of trial results. They have received increased attention in recent years what led to term dissemination bias which is more generic than publication bias. In spite of many activities to reduce these systematic errors and malpractice the situation has not really improved as it should. The current situation and activities are described in context to stimulate the discussion how to join the efforts in favour of more transparency.